**Play Dirty**  
*Sandra Brown, 2007, Fic Brown*  
Disabled after a tragic accident, an eccentric millionaire hires a disgraced football hero to impregnate his wife, a plan that results in an obsessive love affair and life-threatening consequences.

**Pages For You**  
*Sylvia Brownrigg, 2001, Fic Brownrigg*  
Seventeen-year-old Flannery Jansen develops a lusty obsession for a female graduate student teacher and by chance ends up in one of her classes, but as the two become closer, Flannery learns more about Anne than she ever wanted to.

**Sacred Hearts**  
*Sarah Dunant, 2009, Fic Dunant*  
Condemned by sixteenth-century demands for lucrative dowries in order to marry, young Serafina is ripped from an illicit love affair and confined in an Italian convent, a situation against which she passionately rebels and reminds the convent’s doctor of her own unhappy early years.

**Lucy: a novel**  
*Ellen Feldman, 2003, Fic Feldman*  
A fictional account of FDR’s romance with Eleanor’s social secretary, Lucy Mercer, follows their pre-World War I affair, its impact on his marriage, and FDR and Mercer’s reacquaintance years later as he prepared for an unprecedented third term.

**One Good Friend Deserves Another**  
*Lisa Verge Higgins, 2012, Fic Higgins*  
Dhara, Kelly, Marta, and Wendy have been the closest of friends since college. So close, that after a series of romantic disasters, they band together to create Rules of Relationships to keep their hearts safe. Years later, the rules seem to have worked ... until Marta discovers that her hot boyfriend is married, Kelly begins a risky love affair, Wendy inches closer to a pre-marital infidelity, and Indian-American Dhara suddenly agrees to an arranged marriage. Hearts are about to be broken and the bonds of friendship are tested.

**Do You Take This Woman?**  
*R.M. Johnson, 2008, Fic Johnson*  
Pete and Wayne find their life-long friendship tested by a shared attraction to Carla, who ends her engagement to an unfaithful Wayne but continues their affair in spite of her subsequent marriage to Pete.

**Love Forbidden**  
*Kathleen Morgan, 2012, Fic Morgan*  
Shiloh Wainwright begins teaching at the White River Indian Agency and must deal with a harsh U.S. government, the threat of an Indian uprising, and her feelings for Jesse Blackwater, a childhood friend who is half Ute Indian.

**The Coldest Night**  
*Robert Olmstead, 2012, Fic Olmstead*  
Henry Childs is just seventeen when he falls into a love affair so intense it nearly consumes him. But Mercy’s family disapproves, and the two young lovers flee to New Orleans to play out their passionate affair, until Mercy’s father hunts them down, takes his daughter home, and sends Henry running for his life.

**My Daughter’s Boyfriend**  
*Cydney Rax, 2004, Fic Rax*  
Having raised her teenage daughter to abstain from sex, former teen mother Tracey unexpectedly falls for her daughter’s older boyfriend, with whom she pursues a secret love affair.

**Forbidden Nights With a Vampire**  
*Kerrelyn Sparks, 2009, Fic Sparks*  
When vampire Vanda Barkowski is sentenced to an anger-management class and Phil Jones, a mortal who is forbidden to her, agrees to be her sponsor, she finds herself in a world of trouble when she realizes that he is the only person who can quell her rage—and satisfy her every desire.